
Employee Gift Guide

Questionnaire
Perfect for employee birthdays, anniversaries, and the holiday season!

At Bonusly, we believe that
people and teams are the
drivers of business
success.They show up
every day with excitement and
make a real impact on your
bottomline. 

their efforts is
crucial for a connected,
motivated, and high-
performing workplace.

That's where the Gift
Guide steps in—perfect 
for HR teams and people
leaders seeking fresh ways 
to acknowledge employees
beyond the annual routine.
 

Recognizing

Template

The Value of the Questionnaire:

The Gift Guide Questionnaire provides insights into individual preferences for personalized
recognition and . This tool isn't just for birthdays; it's a useful tool for celebrating work
anniversaries, important milestones, and even comes in handy during the ! With
a simple template covering everything from favorite treats to music and books, it opens the
door to creative, budget-friendly gestures that show employees they're truly valued.


gifting
holiday season

Ready to build connected, motivated, and high-performing teams?
Try Bonusly for free today.

https://bonusly.com/employee-recognition-guide/introduction
https://bonusly.com/post/employee-appreciation-gift-guide-ideas
https://bonusly.com/post/work-inclusive-holidays
https://bonus.ly/sign_ups/new
initiator:noahdholcomb@gmail.com;wfState:distributed;wfType:email;workflowId:7f00cb362b994a44b4e79a4f1985eef5



Yes No
Candles
Lotions

Socks

Plants
Blankets

Amazon

Mugs/Cups

Coffee or Tea
Sweet or Salty
Movies or Books

Donut or Cupcake
Outdoors or Indoors

Dog or Cat

Breakfast or Lunch

 ️This or That 

Restaurant

TV show/movie

Sports team

Cookie

Fast food

breakfast

Scents

Season

Musician/band

Book genre/

author

Color

Snack

Candy

Beverage

Birthday 

cake/dessert
Birthday 

cake/dessert

Flowers

Bagel

Donut

Coffee/ 
tea drink

Just a few of my favorite things! 

Food allergies, sensitivities, or dislikes?

What are your hobbies and interests?

Do you have any pets? Kids?

If you found a giftcard in the below amounts, 
where would you want to spend it?

$5

$15

$25

$50

$100

Name:

Department:

Birthday Month/Day:

Work Anniversary:
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